
CLEVER PIT STRATEGY GIVES THE FIRST WIN 

FOR CONNOR MILLS IN INDIANAPOLIS 

 

The current Vertex Stock Car Champion Connor Mills finally took his first 

series win after a hard-fought green-white chequered finish in Indianapolis. 

The second round of the Vertex Stock Car cup took place on the 2.5 miles 

Indianapolis oval, the first event of the series’ first doubleheader.  A total of 

twenty-one drivers took to the grid for the planned twenty-five lap race. 

The round also saw two new drivers enter the series, No. 22 Mikey Doble and No. 42 

Nicholas Yarranton. 

Qualifying followed the normal format of two flying laps and, at the end of the 

ten-minute session, it was a reverse of the order of the previous Kansas round, with 

this time Aaron Smith taking pole position from Alex Sedgwick.  Billy Fletcher and 

Connor Mills lined up on the second row.  



The Indianapolis circuit was a new challenge to test all the drivers with its different 

radius curves and long connecting straights.  Slipstreaming and tyre management 

would be the key to a successful race. 

Smith brought the field to the start and immediately held the lead as the field raced 

into the first turn.  A good run down the straight saw Mills pass Fletcher and move 

into third position. However, before the leaders could complete the first lap, further 

down the field, Ben Creanor moved up the track but misjudged the gap and made 

contact with Fletcher to bring out the first caution. 

A number of laps were completed under the caution whist the track was cleaned up 

and the field reordered before Smith again brought the field to the start, in a 

single-file restart. 

The two leading cars were the only cars still in their original starting positions as the 

field accelerated from the start.  Smith led with Sedgwick directly behind and these 

positions remained the same, until on lap 6, Sedgwick got a good run down the 

straight and was able to pass Smith into the next corner and into the lead. 

With the lead cars in their own battle, further down the field Creanor battling through 

the pack hit the wall dropping him down to thirteenth.  With ten laps completed, Yuri 

Ismael became the first driver to pit.  Meanwhile, a great battle for sixth place was 

developing between race one winner Guillaume Hesnault, Marcel Freiensehner and 

Adrian Birks. 

A strong run by Jase Glen saw him gain eight positions as lap 12 was completed.  At 

the front, tyres were starting to drop off and race leader Sedgwick ran wide allowing 

Smith to capitalize on the mistake and take back the race lead. 

Throughout the field, individual battles were developing right down to the cars at the 

back of the field. 

Lap 15, and the battle for sixth changed when Fletcher nearly lost his car and clipped 

the wall allowing Hesnault to move into sixth and Birks to leapfrog both drivers. 



Fletcher now dropped into the claws of Freiensehner with, just behind him, the 

charging Glen also joining the fight. 

With thirteen green flag laps completed, Hesnault started to create a gap from 

Fletcher and started to close in on the fourth-place battle between Birks and Bryan 

Crauwels. 

Crauwels, however, started to experience his own tyre issues and, on lap 18, he 

could not hold his line and Birks passed to take fourth place. 

At the front, Smith and Sedgwick were also showing signs of tyre issues with both 

cars visibly very loose and sliding all over the track.  As lap 20 was completed, 

Sedgwick was all over Smith, but Smith resisted the pressure and held his lead with 

just three laps to go. 

Then as the leaders entered the twenty-fifth lap, the caution came out taking the race 

into overtime when, again, Creanor lost his car causing George Tolsma to make 

contact and then hit the wall flipping his car on to its roof. 

Immediately the lead cars pitted for tyres, but Glen, Justin Naaijer, Yarranton and 

Doble stayed out taking track position.  The race in the pits saw Mills decide to just 

take two right-hand tyres, whilst Sedgwick and Smith opted to take four tyres.  The 

quicker stop saw Mills lead Sedgwick and Smith on the race from pit lane and line up 

for the restart in fifth place. Previous race leader Smith lined up in sixth with 

Sedgwick in seventh. 

With the first four cars all on old tyres, then Mills on two new tyres, the first car on 

four news tyres was Smith in sixth place. 

Glen brought the field to the restart and held his lead as behind a fast charging Smith 

got into trouble after he lost the rear of his car and hit the wall, bringing out another 

caution. 

Glen again lead the field around for the single-file restart but now, Yarranton in his 

first race, is in second with Mills third, Naaijer down to fourth and Sedgwick on four 

new tyres in fifth. 



Another good restart by Glen came to nothing.  Further down the field, Creanor’s 

race was going completely the other way when he again was involved in another 

multi-car incident with Jakins, Jack Mace and Fletcher to bring out another caution. 

The race now moved into a green-white chequered finish with Glen leading the pack, 

followed by Mills now up to second, Yarranton, Sedgwick and Naaijar.  The race 

would now be decided over a two-lap sprint.  Glen was on old tyres, Mills on two new 

tyres, Yarranton on old tyres and Sedgwick on four new tyres. 

The better tyres on Mills’ car enabled him to leapfrog Glen from the restart and take 

the race lead.  Further back, Sedgwick made the best use of his four new tyres and 

quickly passed Glen and Yarranton. 

As the white flag came out, Sedgwick was glued to the rear bumper of Mills.  As the 

cars closed on the finish Sedgwick went for a move but Mills was ready and blocked 

the move and held the lead by half a car’s length as the two cars crossed the finish 

line. 

Finally, current champion Mills had got the win he so dearly wanted.  Further action 

behind saw Birks take third ahead of Glen, Hesnault and Freiensehner in sixth place. 

Alastair Topley, then the unlucky Smith finished just ahead of series newcomer 

Yarranton in 9th and Crauwels took the final position in the top ten. 

Clever pit strategy and great defensive driving resulted in Mills taking the first win as 

the drivers then had a short break before round three on the Charlotte Roval for the 

night’s second race. 

 


